Karen F Cornwell
Speaker, Consultant, Author, Podcaster
Karen’s entertaining presentations are designed to make you think and
spark conversations that allow people to explore different ways of thinking
and interacting at work. Her warm sense of humor and story telling ability
can make light work of potentially heavy subjects.

Her presentations, in person or virtually, draw on her substantive business
experience and her uncanny ability to synthesize multi-disciplinary research
into business concepts using practical, often humorous, examples.
Topics Include (Customized topics are one of Karen’s specialties):






The Power of Unlocking Gendered Mindsets
Elevating Your Voice in the Workplace
Unleashing the Power Inherent in Your ERGs
It Looks Different and is Powerful - Women’s Leadership
Pandemic Recovery – It’s not over yet!

Book & Podcast:

You will know Karen’s messages are heard because you will hear the conversations in the building or read them in your messaging platforms.

Expertise:
Karen works with executive teams to design solutions to empower your workforce, energize your teams, and offer your leaders the tools and knowledge to
engage like never before.
She invigorates employees through speaking and workshops either companywide, targeted workgroups, or employee resource groups (ERGs).
You can hear the results when your teams read the book and use the book
guide to spur discussions. Karen has packages of books combined with virtual
talks and Q&A discussions. Great for your Leadership Series discussions.

Her podcast, with the same name as her book, offers great insights as she
interviews companies that are doing great things for their women.
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A professional services company that
helps companies shift their cultures

Drawing on decades of research and corporate leadership positions, Karen was compelled to write her book which discusses our
gendered differences. It goes on to discuss
how these differences can cause friction in
the workplace and
offers a framework
for “seeing” differences as the avenue for innovation,
growth, and engagement. Her
framework helps
both individuals
and company leaders understand the
problem and allows them to see solutions
they may not have seen before. Karen’s podcast focuses on actionable success stories
that companies have taken to support their
women.

Karen F Cornwell | 408-510-9740
Karen@AttunoVation.com
www.YouCantFixWhatYouCantSee.com

Karen Cornwell, an award-winning speaker and recognized management
consultant, helps executives, leaders, and teams harness the power of diversity to
achieve results. This helps companies to craft their cultures for the future.
Her Fortune 50, Tech management experience – spanning engineering, marketing,
sales, account management and business development – coupled with a successful
consulting track record make her uniquely qualified to identify and address where
innovation is being stifled by gender and differences roadblocks.
One of Karen’s passion projects is her podcast, which shares the name of her book.
She started the podcast, after hearing so many negative stories while interviewing
people for her book. “I knew there were success stories, but they weren’t being
shared. I decided to highlight companies that were doing great things for their
women.” These successes encourage more companies to envision and take the
next step.
Karen has an MBA, and a B.S. and M.S. in Engineering. She lives in Silicon Valley
with her chef husband and their three boys.
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